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i on
Tfle control of sterilization procedure in canned food is based most frequently on the regulatiand water or steam pressure in the retort. The principles of semi-automatic and fu11y-automa 
^ t e m s  were reported by Hughes ( 1971 a, b, 1972 ) , and they have been widely used in the c 
Wever, the variable conditions being found in the canneries at times may result in non-uni

steri 1 i

on of temperature 
automatic retort control 

commercial practice, 
form heating and

, I ization during the successive retorting cycles (Wojciechowski et al., 1974; Wojciechowski, 1975 )'. 
m ng the variables are e.g. : differences in temperature of the canned food prior to sterilization; various 
t ter,al composition ( but within acceptable limits )
>6mPerature distribution inside the static retort.

fluctuation of energy supplied to the retort and uneven

f0 'n? int° account these variables, the control of retorting procedure through the critical area of the canned 
bas rt'S necessarY (° ensure reproducible conditions for the sterilization of canned food. Such control is best 
Stue, on an object ive heat i ng criterion, i.e. on the pasteurizing or sterilizing value (Ball and Olson, 1957;
'976 °!o i ^ ^ i L n Th?re l S 3 number of references on that subject in the Mterature ( Wirth et al., 1971; Reichert,

igations on that topic have been
renn 1977’ 198° ’ Stumbo et a,-> 1975). Additionally, Teixeira et al. (1969) and Flambert and Deltour (1972) 
c (bed in which part of the can those values should be measured. The investic ‘' 

t'nued (Naveh et al., 1984; Peterson and Adams, 1985 ) . 
const5 'eC^i0n °f an aPProPriate method of the F value determination is of great importance in the design and 
The truction work of an instrument for the control of the retorting procedure by the use of the F value. 
concSe'eCted method shou,d makf the current control of the sterilization process feasible, and the instrument 
the erned should be cheap, reliable and simple in operation and maintenance. These requirements can be met 

nomogrisphic method for sterilizing value determination ( Harabasz and Wojciechowski , 1978 ).
•̂ -~̂ i-P_concept of the instrument

by

Olson, 1957), 
) since it 

nomographic method is based on 
In the tabular method the sterili-

appr f'yographic method for sterilizing value determination is different from the graphic ( Ball and 
requ°Xlmate integration (Patashnik, 1953) and Gauss numerical integration methods (Hayakawa, 1968) 
the lrfS no ca'culations, and no computer is needed to obtain the results. The nomographic method i 
Zip tabular method prepared earlier by Wojciechowski and. Harabasz ( 1976 ) . In the tabular method tl 

9 value is determined by two components, called complete values.

F = Fh +Fd (D

nature determ'natjon of the F^ value in canned food heated by thermal conduction it has been assumed that tempe- 
the c ")crement !n the critical area of the canned product is proportional to temperature difference between 

neating medium and the centre of the canned product (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) :

f  -  =  » ( t, - m
e basis of the equation 2 , the F. value can be determined as follows:
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h value may also be presented briefly by the equation given below:

Fh=tr F,(z,T0J }) (4 )

plô raPhs of the iso-F value as a function of temperature T 
If ..e^ ^  using the quotation No.3*

1 time t̂  and z = 10°C (Fîg.1) were calculated and

s6ct; e .temperature curve in the critical area of the canned product drawn into the coordinate system will inter- 
ster-1 lt  ̂ the given iso-F, curve, it is an indication that the canned product has been heated to the required
The ''lzin9 va,ue-
dUcts ares the F^ value and of the F. value within the total F value are nearly constant In the canned p 
Of th deateci bY thermal conduction. If the shares of the F^ and F. values with be determined than the estim 
tempg6 Fd value is not necessary. The F^ value increases during tne cooling phase and will be known, since 
li2a..ature of water used in cooling of the canned products is one of the most constant parameters in the s

The sh'Z‘n9 value.
duct5 ares °*: tbe value and of the F^ value within the total F value are nearly constant in the canned pro

values with be determined than the estimation
the

-• »»atci u3cu in v.uui m y  ui tut: Ldimeu pruuuctb is une ui cut: musl cuiistanc parameters in tne Steri-
9nd j ?n Procedure. Once the product has reached the required F^ value, a pulse is generated to stop heating 

't*ate co°l'n9 (Fig* 2). Concequent 1 y , the intersection point of temperature curve in the critical area 
The ¡s°“Fh curve> '*e - the C point should be an indication to start cooling of the canned food.
ninThg r
" tem° ôw'n9 requirements were estimated prior to desinging that instrument: 
nQtPerfture *n the critical area of a canned product is to be measured by at least two sensors and a discrimi- 

** the°r 'S to se êct a pulse of the lowest value;
** the r^9u* red value of the iso-F^ curve is to be estimated automatically in a continuous way;
** a s Seiccted kind (type) of curve is to be understandable and v^al1 visible to the operator of the retort; 
¡So-pteni 'S to ampi°yed to compare the pulse of product temperature with the pulse of the temperature of 
t° $£h ClJrve. At the point those two temperatures will be identical a pulse is to be sent to stop heating and 

*“ Cur aTt cooling automatically;
i s o ? ^  comparisons between the pulse of product temperature and the pulse of temperature of the selected 
feas5h Curve are to be carried out by using a pulse difference meter to make a precise manual control also

' i t h t : he ! 5° - Fh
ln9 C . cai and mathematical data contained in the tabular and nomographic methods served as a basis for desig- 
• _an instrument for fully automatic control of the retorting procedure, 

tfing
-rature

the
be pgU^Ses °F the Pr°duct temperature, of the selected iso-F^ curve and the heating medium temperature are to 
th© .rmaner,tly recorded to give documented proof of the retorting procedure; 

nstrument is to operate in a continuous way;
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- the connections between sensor and can, and between can and instrument are to be made hermetic;
- the sensors and the instrument itself are to be corrosion-resistant.

Presentation of the instrument
The instrument for fully-automatic control of retorting procedure, designed and constructed by the authors 0 
this paper consists of:
- a set of temperature sensors I
- a presetter-analyser-controller system II
- a recording system III.

The accompanying simplified block diagram on Figure 3 illustrates the basic construction of the instrument 
fully-automatic retort control.

The signals from temperature sensors in 
area of the canned product 3 are sent to

the cri 
the inp'J*-

al

of the lowest temperature discriminator k . The 5 \ ana'
of the lowest temperature of the canned product afld 
then transmitted to comparator 5, to comparator e* 
to the device measuring difference between the te 
rature of the canned product and the pre-setter 
ratures 1A, and finally reaches the recorder 15- r$e 
signal from the pre-setter of the iso-F^ curve c°u
6 is sent to the second input of the comparator 5-
That signal is also sent to the device which w ea 5^ ed

e$

the difference between the temperature of the ca 
product and the pre-setter temperatures 1  ̂
the recorder 15. The pre-setter of the iso-F^

nne°
nd theÜcurve

5 O'course 6 makes the selection of one of the four "-rua1 
curves feasible, which are equal to 2 , k ,  5 or 
pre-setter is actuated by a signal coming from 
rator 9 through the system of holding-up the pre  ̂t|i*
8 in the switched-on position from the moment when

signal of the lowest temperature of the product is equal to the signal from the actuating threshold system 
pre-setter 10. The latter signal is sent when the temperature is 90°C. ^ e

8 is properly blocked by “ 1 " ~r n of

ft
The system of holding-up pre-setter 8 is properly blocked by a automatic nulling system of pre-setter 7- At 
moment when the signal of the lowest temperature of the product becomes equal to the signal of the pre-sette 
the iso-F^ curve course 6, the comparator 5 generates a signal which is sent through operating mode change 
switch: automatic or manual 1 1 , and through amplifier 1 2. then the signal comes to the valve system of the 
1 3 , interrupts heating and initiates cooling of the processed canned products. .M i fe
By the use of the manual control system 16, the operator of the retort 1 
on the basis
product temperature and the pre-setter temperatures lA.
rature sensor of the heating medium 2 , too. ^
A system of the visual and accoustic signalling 17 is actuated after heating had been stopped and cooling 0 
canned foods was commenced. r ',z3'
The apparatus when used in the commercial practice makes an objective control of the sterilization or pasted ^e|1 
tion of the canned food feasible. In that way it can contribute to better quality of the finished product a5 
as to the conservation of raw materials, energy and water.

can carry out the sterilization P r ° ^ e 
of the readings from the temperature difference meter which indicates the difference between

The recording device 15 records the signal from the
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£esjq 
1 - 
2 - 
3 - 
k -
5 -
6 -
7 -
8 - 
9 -

10 - 
11 - 
12 - 

13 - 
H  -

15 -
16 - 
17 -

nat i ons: 
the retort
the heating medium temperature sensor 
temperature sensor in the critical area of canned-food 
discriminator of the lowest temperature in canned-food 
the comparator
pre-setter of the iso-F^ curve course 
automatic nulling system of the pre-setter 
actuating holding-up system of the pre-setter 
the comparator
actuating threshold system of the pre-setter 
operating mode change-over switch : automatic or manual 
the ampli fier
valve system of the retort
device measuring difference between canned-food and
pre-setter temperatures
recorder
manual control system
visual and accoustic signalling system to stop heating

Nomenclature
a - 
F -

z

intégrât i on 
sterî1 ï z i ng 
steri1 i zi ng 
steri1 i z i ng

constant
value
value during 
value during

cooli ng 
heat i ng

sterilizinq value for t̂  = 1 min. 
integer number 
t ¡me
time during temperature increase from Tq to 
temperature during the heating phase 
water temperature in the retort 
temperature of 90°C
highest temperature of the canned-food 
slope index for thermal death time curve of 
vulnerable factor
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